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The CHRISTCHURCH TRAMPING CLUB
has members of all ages, and runs tramping
trips every weekend, ranging from easy
(minimal experience required) to hard (high
fitness and experience required). We also
organise instructional courses and hold
weekly social meetings. We have a club hut
in Arthurs Pass and have gear available for
hire to members. Membership rates per year
are $45 member, $65 couple, $20 junior or
associate, plus $15 for members who opt to
obtain a paper newsletter.
Happy trampers on the Hogs Back trip Craigeburn
area,

For more about how the club operates, see
the last two pages.

News
The Club’s Bank KiwiBank has now stopped accepting cheques.
That means those members who have previously paid their club accounts using a cheque will need to use a
different method this coming year. The options include:




online payment to our Kiwibank account 38 9017 0279838 00
cash payment into our account at any Kiwibank branch
asking a friend to make the payment for you

The following is a statement from the Seniors newsletter (MSD) which may help some members re-adjust to
online banking.
So far, large organisations like Kiwibank, New Zealand Post, Inland Revenue and ACC have announced they
will no longer be accepting cheques from the following dates:
•Kiwibank from 28 February 2020
•New Zealand Post from 29 February 2020
•Inland Revenue from 1 March 2020
•ACC from 1 March 2020.
Even though the use of cheques is declining, New Zealanders still wrote 18.7 million cheques in 2018 and
they are still used for many different reasons, especially large payments.
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We (MSD) know that the decision to move away from cheques is likely to affect seniors most. Many older
people are not tech savvy, cannot afford devices or access the internet. Some seniors also intentionally
avoid using the internet out of fear of scams. We understand cheques can feel like the safest option.
Kiwibank have taken a few steps to try and make this transition easier. They have introduced face-to-face
support through ‘Tech Teas’ at their branches and free digital banking workshops at about 120 selected
community centres and libraries across the country.
A Digital Education Hub has also been set up to provide how-to videos and step-by-step guides to help
people with the basics of internet banking and keeping safe online.
You can find out more about this help through the Kiwibank website at www.kiwibank.co.nz

Calendar of trips and Social Events
Trips: Unless otherwise stated, club trips depart either from 'Z' Carlton Corner Service
Station (formerly Shell) at 1 Papanui Road (next to Liquor Land and opposite Derby Street)
or from 'Z' Russley (formerly Caltex) on the corner of Russley Road and Yaldhurst Rd. If
the departure point is not specified in the trip schedule, you may assume it's 'Z' Carlton.
Day trips usually depart at 8 am on Saturday or Sunday. Weekend trips may leave on
either Friday evening or Saturday morning.
New or prospective members intending to go on any trip must sign up at club night or
contact the trip leader in advance.
Social: We meet on Wednesdays 7:30 pm at the CMLC (Canterbury Mineral & Lapidary
Club) building at 110 Waltham Road, Waltham. This new building, beside and on the south
side of Waltham School, is about 100m south of the Brougham St/Waltham Rd
intersection. Waltham Road is the southern extension of Barbadoes Street. A variety of
social functions are organised, the atmosphere is informal, and tea and biscuits served. If
you can give a presentation or have ideas, please phone John West 0212302536 or email
john_a_west@outlook.com. Please note that formalities start at 7:50 pm sharp, and if
there is a guest speaker, he/she will start at 8 pm sharp.
Our Club Hut: In the Arthur’s Pass township, with all the comforts of home including real
showers and inside flushing loos (BYO toilet paper!), but with the mountains at the back
door. A great place for a few days away; take your usual gear and a pillowcase. Please
book and pay before leaving town; the club bank account number is 38-9017-0279838-00
(Kiwibank/Christchurch Tramping Club). Include your name and the words "hut fees" in the
particulars/code/reference fields. Phone Steve Bruerton 322-6196 for booking and key
code; or if he’s away, Chris McGimpsey 027 6573070; or if they’re both away, Rex Vink
3525329. Hut fees are $15 member, $15 member's partner, $25 non-member, $5 kids
under 12. If you find any problems or maintenance required, please contact the hut
convenor, Steve Bruerton.
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Equipment Hire: The Club has a range of
equipment for hire. The Gear Custodian is
Barney Stephenson, ph. 027 358 3281 .
Note: club gear assigned to you is your
responsibility; please take care of it. Please
put tents inside your pack. Tents attached to
the outside of your pack can be easily
punctured when bush bashing or even lost.
This may result in serious damage to your
bank account! Please air and dry tents after
taking them on a trip even if they are not
used, and report any damage to the gear
custodian.

Rates for Gear Hire:
Tent

$3/person/night

Ice axes, crampons

$4 per item per
weekend

Harnesses, snow shovel

$4 per weekend

Large/small weekend
packs

$2 per weekend

Helmets

Free

Personal locator beacons

Free

Wednesday 26 February

Club Night

Newsletter folding: Newsletter folding evening. A chance to catch up and discuss recent
trips.
Saturday 29 February
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Okuti Valley to Hilltop Return – Okuti Track.:

Grade: Easy/Mod

The trip will start by going through the Okuti Valley Scenic Closes: 27 Feb
Reserve, small but significant for having one of the Last stands of Map:
BX25 BY24
original podocarp forest left on the Peninsula.
Approx: $15
From the reserve, it is a steady uphill climb, following a 4WD track
through farmland to a saddle just below French Hill. The saddle
offers amazing views towards Kaitorete Spit and further west
towards Mt Sinclair on the Summit Walkway.
The track then descends gently towards its end near the Hilltop
Tavern where there will be a lunch break. After lunch, we will
check out the large totara tree in Montgomery Park before
returning the same way. The track is well marked, making an
easier end of easy/moderate tramping.
Return trip 18kms, 500m height gain.
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Weekend 29 February-1 March
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Warwick Dowling 021 35 4545
warwick.dowling@gmail.com

Lewis Tops Camping: This will be a fairly relaxed camping trip, Grade:
suitable for beginners to alpine camping.
Closed:
We’ll start at Lewis Pass, and head west along the tops for a few Map:
(4-5) kilometres, then we can begin selecting camp sites amongst
Approx:
the variety of tarns. Expect 600-700m height gain to reach the
camp sites.

Easy/Mod
20 Feb
BT23
$55

Options from there with next to nothing on our backs are: The
Apprentice, Lucretia, Brass Monkey Biv, or even Mt Technical - all
depending on the group & what they want to do. My main aim is to
lug a heavy pack around for a bit (that’s called "conditioning"),
then enjoy some delightful tops camping, with a few strolls
chucked in for good measure, as well as lots of lying around
enjoying the views with a bit of chat.
We can do the ascents of the peak(s) either that afternoon or the
following morning, or both for the particularly keen, or none at all!
The choice is yours. Obviously, we’ll be tenting. Bring your own
mountain tent, or ask me if you want to hire a space in a club tent
and I’ll arrange something suitable. We will be camping at around
1500m, so it has the potential to be quite cool and windy, let alone
wet. Bring warm clothing, & storm clothing, as well as your normal
summer gear.
Let me know if you are bringing your own cooker and fuel, or want
to use communal stoves & pots. On sunday we stroll out and drive
home, arriving ~ 6pm or so. Trip closes Tuesday 25 Feb @ 8pm
Sunday 1 March
Departure point: Z Russley

Leader: Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548
michal.klajban@gmail.com

Mt Winterslow circuit via Pinnacles Hut:

Grade: Moderate+

Start at Sharplin Falls carpark. Following a nicely maintained¨track Closes: 27 Feb
up to Pinnacles Hut. At the saddle close to Pt 1218 we go off the Map:
BX29
track and follow a spur towards Pt 1625. From there, we’ll follow
Approx: $25
the southeast ridge that will lead us to Mt Winterslow, Pt 1320, Pt
810 and eventually back to the carpark.
The trip will involve some bush-bashing as the last section is
along an old track that might be a bit overgrown. 22km. Nearly
mod/hard trip but on a reasonable terrain. Please note the early
start. Note:-7am departure time.
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Wednesday 4 March

Club Night

Padding around Patagonia- Mary Ogburn:
Mary travelled to Patagonia in January 2019 and completed the W trek, among other
Chilean adventures. She will share stories of penguins, politics, and the best tramping
treat she’s found yet—alfajores.
While the surprisingly harsh summer weather and reliable wind is a reminder that you’re
near the End of the World, Mary will share what she learned about just how easy it is to
plan a Patagonian trek on your own. After all, don’t we all want to wear our Patagonia
gear in Patagonia? (Or at least that might explain why there are so many Americans
there!)
As this trip was intended to accompany an Antarctic voyage that didn’t go ahead, Mary
will also share the lessons learned from her work coordinating an Antarctic study abroad
program in case your thinking to book a dream Antarctic journey as well.
Saturday 7 March
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Leith Hill: A nice round trip in the Craigieburns, starting from the Grade: Easy/Mod
carpark in Castle Hill Village, following the Leith Hill loop track, Closes: 5 Mar
and crossing the Thomas River.
Map:
BW21
The track ambles up an easy spur, over two small streams, up to
Approx: $20
“the bowl”, a depression in the hillside. From there, follow an
unmarked ridge to the summit of Leith Hill (1384m). Great views of
surrounding area.
The return trip will follow the ridge, rejoin the Leith Hill loop track
down through beech forest, and then the Terrace Link Track back
to the carpark. Around 500m height gain.
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Weekend 7-8 March
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: John Kerkhofs 0212429253
john.kerkhofs@gmail.com

Jollie Brook Circuit – Introduction to overnight:

Grade: EasyMod
This is a camping trip - you will need a tent. While the hut has 7 Closes: 27 Feb
bunks, there is a pretty good chance that they will be taken by the Map:
BU23
time we get there, and anyway it’s more fun in a tent. Also if you
Approx: Approx $30
google the hut, don’t be put off by the ”Advanced/Expert”
designation. If you want to know what you’re getting into, check
out last year’s trip report on the CTC website. There may be one
or two sandflies; if you find them annoying some Deet might be
advisable.
Description: A super-easy introduction to overnight tenting. After a
stop at the Paris Bakery and Café in Amberley to stock up with
essential supplies such as baguettes and pastries, and an optional
visit to the nearby Amberley Farmer’s Market, we will proceed to
the Sisters Stream bridge in Lake Sumner Forest Park and start
doing some actual tramping. We will cross Sisters Stream and
then the Hurunui River on bridges after which a pleasant stroll with
little height gain gets us to Gabriel Hut for lunch. We’ll leave the
heavy packs at the hut while we wander over to Lake Sumner and
the Hurunui river outflow. Picking up the packs again we’ll walk
along Gabriel Stream and over the Gabriel saddle, then down to
Jollie Brook Hut. There is a reasonable chance that you will get
wet feet as there are a few crossings of the stream. We will camp
at the hut; there is plenty of room for tents and clean water
available from the stream.
The next morning we will walk out via Jollie Brook, downhill most
of the way except for a little bump at the end. Wet feet are
unavoidable on this part of the trip, but the stream is not deep. If
the level is too high for comfort we’ll walk out the same way we
walked in. The total distance is 32 km, expect the total trip time to
be around 10.5 hrs total, which includes a fair amount of rest time.
We will not be in a hurry. Cumulative height gain for the entire trip
is about 1100 metres.
Weekend 7-8 March
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Symon Holmes
symon_gnome@yahoo.co.nz

Lake Man Biv: Meet at 7am. Drive to just past the Engineers
Camp on SH7. Ford the Boyle, Doubtful and Kedron Rivers to
Lake Man and the Doubtful Range (about 13km with a height gain
of 1000m). Enjoy the magnificent views of the range. Camp next
to Lake Man if the weather is good or next to/in the bivouac if it’s
not (space is limited around the biv). Return via the Doubtful tops
(~13km).
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Grade: Moderate at
slow pace
Closes: 27 Feb
Map:
BU22
Approx: Approx $40

Wednesday 11 March

Club Night

Club night - speaker TBC: CTC meets as usual at 110 Waltham Road at 7.30pm.
Speaker TBC - watch this space. If you’ve been in the backcountry and would like to
share your adventures, please contact the social convenor at john_a_west@outlook.com
- members’ talks are what make club nights special.
Saturday 14 March
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Little Mt Ida: The trip in the Lake Coleridge area will start on the
Harper Road between Lakes Evelyn and Selfe and follow the
Ryton Track around to and along the northern edge of Lake Ida.
On to a smaller un-named lake, a short steep climb up to a ridge
which is followed to the top of Little Mt Ida (1050m). Great views
of Mt Ida and Mt Olympus. The return trip will descend to the
Ryton Track and back to the cars.
Weekend 14-15 March
Departure point: Z Papanui

Grade: Easy/Mod
Closes: 12 Mar
Map:
BW20
Approx: $25

Leader: Natasha Sydorenko

Devils Den Biv: Walk to Devils Den Biv via Nina Valley track and
Blind Stream. Climb Devil’s Rampart in the afternoon if we’re
feeling energetic. The biv is 2-person, so we will be tenting. Bring
your navigation skills for the walk out via Sylvia Tops on Sunday.
The plan is to come out where we started :)
Wednesday 18 March

Grade: Moderate
Closes: 5 Mar
Map:
BU23 BT23
Approx: Approx $40
Club Night

Tasmanian Trundles Pt1:
In early 2020, Alison, Susan and Bryce spent four weeks in Tasmania, mostly tramping,
but also taking in some of the more accessible sites of the island state.
They will describe their activities over three talks presented over the next few months. In
this first talk they will cover Hobart, Mt Wellington, Cockle Creek, Adamson’s Peak, Maria
Island, Port Arthur and Tasman Peninsula.
Future talks will cover (a) The Walls of Jerusalem and Freycinet Peninsula and (b) The
Du Cane Range and gentler activities around Hobart.
Sunday 22 March
Departure point: Z Russley

Leader: Michal Klajban 020 4196 3548
michal.klajban@gmail.com

Black Range: Mt Bruce via McKay Stream:

Grade: ModHard
Parking by Broad stream bridge, up McKay Stream to Pt 1854. Closes: 19 Mar
Traversing across Pt 1734, Pt 1656, Pt 1672 and if we still have Map:
BV20
some juice left, Mt Bruce (1630m). Down along Cass-Lagoon
Approx: $30
Saddle Track. Please note:- 7am departure time. Please note the
early start.
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Wednesday 25 March

Club Night

Scrambles in Scotland - Markus Milne:
Markus and Janis have spent a few months in Scotland on several trips over the past 8
years. Over this time, they’ve managed a few scrambles to take in a number of munros.
‘Munro bagging’ is a popular pastime in the UK with folk striving to attain the 282
recognised summits of greater than 3000 feet (917m).
This talk covers a few of those adventures including: Curved Ridge on Buachaille Etive
Mor; An Tellach; The Cuillin Ridge on Skye, Anoach Eagach, and Liathach.
Saturday 28 March
Departure point: Z Papanui

Leader: Michael Newlove 355-8360
newmike@slingshot.co.nz

Old Coach Road/Trig M: This trip in the Korowai-Torlesse Grade: Easy/Mod
Tussocklands Park will start at the base of Porters Pass and follow Closes: 26 Mar
the Old Coach Road, the route taken by the Cobb and Co
Map:
BW21
coaches in the 19th Century.
Approx: $20
After following a fence line up to a high point, go along the crest
and up the Starvation Gully track to Trig M. Great views of Lake
Lyndon and surrounding area. Around 700m height gain. The
return trip will follow the Coach Stream Track down past Kowai
Forest and back to the cars.
Wednesday 22 April

Club Night

Annual General Meeting:
Christchurch Tramping Club AGM. 110 Waltham Road.
Doors open 7.30pm.
All members welcome - agenda will be notified in advance.
Wednesday 29 April

Club Night

The Great Unknown - Geoff Spearpoint:
Geoff has been exploring New Zealand’s most remote and hard to access places for
decades. His new book, The Great Unknown, was published recently. Geoff also wants to
talk about some of his favourite huts, always a popular discussion in the CTC. The Great
Unknown: "A beautifully illustrated chronicle of five decades of tramping and adventuring
in New Zealand’s Southern Alps. Geoff Spearpoint is a legend among New Zealand’s
tramping and mountaineering community. For over 50 years he has been undertaking
many long, adventurous trips in the Southern Alps every year, decade after decade.
These trips, usually a mix of both tramping and mountaineering, have made Spearpoint
New Zealand’s foremost exponent of what is best described as trans-alpine tramping. In
The Great Unknown he collects together personal accounts of his favourite trips into 15
geographical areas, ranging from Kahurangi in the north to Fiordland in the south."
Members can expect an excellent showcase of some of the very best the Southern Alps
have to offer, and some inspirational trip ideas from one of New Zealand’s most
experienced trampers.
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Friday 1 May
Departure point: Contact Leader

Leader: Michael Hammond
02108414764
mbahammond@hotmail.com

The trip of a lifetime. Europe by MTB: Please feel welcome to
join me on my retirement trip in 2020. The plan is to cycle across
Europe from Amsterdam to Istanbul. Starting in early May, fly into
Amsterdam and travel south to Rotterdam. From there join up with
the eurovelo route which follows the Rhine river. Going through
Netherlands, France, Germany, Luxembourg and Switzerland as
far as Basel. Then join up with the Danube river trail travelling
through Switzerland, Germany and Austria. Once we’ve reached
Vienna we switch to the Iron Curtain trail and continue on through
Austria, Slovakia, Hungary, Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Romania,
Bulgaria, Northern Macedonia, Greece and Turkey. Once we
reach Turkey and the city of Edrine we branch off and head for
Istanbul. After some 5200 km we will have crossed Europe. I’m
hoping to average 80 km per day on this trip so that would be
about 65 days cycling. Expecting some days off for sight seeing
and R and R a budget of 3 months seems quite reasonable. This
trip can be easily done in part if you haven’t got the 3 months to
do it all. My travel dates are a bit flexible but wouldn’t want to drift
too far from these original dates.

Grade: MTB
Closes: 30 Apr
Map:
Approx: Contact
Leader

Wednesday 13 May

Club Night

Jackson’s Bay to Big Bay - Stefan Fairweather:
Club member Stefan will showcase his trip on the West Coast from Jackson’s Bay to Big
Bay.
Wednesday 10 June

Club Night

Avalanche Awareness - OENZ: The experts from Outdoor Education New Zealand will
talk about avalanche awareness. Winter offers some of the finest tramping experiences,
but the risks are higher too. Further details will be forthcoming, but we can expect to
learn how to make better decisions to ensure we can safely enjoy the snow.

Trip Reports
8 February 2020:Lake Georgina - Mt Georgina - Red Lakes
I hadn’t been on any CTC trips for a while, so I thought I’d ease back in gently with an
easy/mod trip to Mt Georgina near Lake Coleridge. I signed up online and noted that there
were seven people signed up. Imagine my surprise when more and more people kept
arriving at the departure point until we had a grand total of sixteen people, plus another
three whom we picked up in Hororata. This was evidently a popular trip.
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Route of walk marked in red.

The start of the trip was at Lake Georgina, but the end was on the Lyndon Road, several
kilometres away. It took about twenty minutes to reposition most of the cars at the
destination and leave one at the start, after which we were ready to tramp. It was already
cool and windy as we skirted Lake Georgina and started heading up Pt 825 with Lake
Coleridge coming into view along the way. Sunshine broke through the clouds quite often
to light up the landscape, but it did little to warm us. I noticed that unlike on most CTC trips
the group stayed close together. I’m more used to the group being spread out over a vast
area, which is a bit of a nightmare for the trip leader who is trying to return with
approximately the same number of trampers as there were at the start of the trip.
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Lake Georgina – the start of the walk

As we ascended Mt Georgina the clouds started to close in and it felt like we might get a
bit of rain , so we stopped for lunch a bit below the summit and just below the cloud base.
After lunch the clouds started to clear a bit, and we continued to the summit, bashing our
way through the undergrowth at times as there was no track to follow. From the summit we
made our way down the south-east spur and across to the Red Lakes, which are distinctly
green. I suspect the name may have more to do with them being located at the foot of Red
Hill than with their colour.

One of the Red Lakes : Photo by Jana
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After a good rest at the lakes we wandered on down to Lyndon Road and the cars. The
other car was collected from the start point and we all met up for post-tramp refreshments
at the Hororata Pie Shop, more formally known as the Hororata Village Bar & Cafe. It’s
rather unfortunate that although they make very good pies they are usually sold out by the
time we get there. Perhaps we should get our pie fix before the tramp rather than later.

Mt Georgina trip group shot – photo by Jana

It was an interesting and scenic tramp, not too hard and I immensely enjoyed the few bits
of bush-bashing and would have liked to have a bit more of it. That last is just my personal
opinion, though, and may not be shared by the rest of the group, especially those who
carry battle scars from fighting the matagouri and speargrass. Still, losing a bit of blood is
all part of the fun of tramping. Thanks to Mike for arranging and leading an excellent trip.
Trip statistics
• Distance Walked: 10.2 km
• Min Elevation: 548 m
• Max Elevation: 944 m
• Elevation gain: 566 m
• Total walking time: 4 h 50m
• Total stopped time: 2h 12 m
Participants: Mike Newlove (Leader), Helen Ryan, Mark Nicholls, Rose Laing, John
Shrewsbury, Warwick Dowling, Jordan Fahey, Yasmin Al Darra, Jana Plotková, Hollie
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Ashmore, Carmela Terrobias, Ingrid Starink, YananLi, Alaeddin Nassani, Helen Hulme,
Owen Hulme, Lorna Hulme, Claudio de Tommasi, John Kerkhofs (scribe & photographer)

15 Feb: Hogs Back (1032m) near Castle Hill Village.
Report by John Kerkhofs
Continuing on my series of easy tramps I signed up for another of Mike’s trips to Hogs
Back, just behind Castle Hill Village. Minimal height gain, and a bit longer than last week’s
little jaunt - just the thing to stretch the legs a bit and push Helen a little bit further.

Route of todays walk up Hogs Back

The team of 15 trampers assembled at the usual place and we headed off to Castle Hill
Village. It was pretty warm already as we started walking on the Hogs Back track, in and
out of the forest at first, enjoying the shade while it lasted. Crossing Long Spur we then
dropped down into Long Creek and through the forest to Waterfall Creek. Shortly after this
we reached the high point of the trip at 1056 metres, just a shade higher than Hogs Back.
A slight descent from this un-named peak and we turned off the track and started up Hogs
Back, which is more of a long ridge than a hill. It might be off-track, but there is quite a
well-worn path along there. We stopped at the summit for lunch and to admire the
expansive views of both the Craigieburn and Torlesse Ranges.
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Smiles and sunshine -on Hogs Back with Craigieburn range behind

The trip continued along Hogs Back after lunch, eventually dropping down to Hogs Back
Creek. Here’s where it got a bit gnarly - a bit of a push through some undergrowth and
then wade through the stream - all good so far. Then there was an area of large black
boulders that had to be crossed. It was a bit of a first for Helen, and I may have heard
some murmurings about this being not quite the easy trip that I’d sold her. The boulders
gave way to a short steep climb up what could be charitably described as some rubbish
scree, quite hard in places and loose stones on top. I can’t really say how the others felt
about it as I spent all my time helping Helen negotiate the tricky boulders and slippery
slope. It’s her first experience of that sort of stuff, and she’s keen to get out and practice on
it a bit more.
It wasn’t too long afterwards that we rejoined the track that we came in on and walked
back to the cars. A short drive took us to our usual watering hole, the Sheffield Pub, where
we replaced all the calories we’d lost while walking. Thanks to Mike for another excellent
trip.
Trip statistics
Distance Walked: 12.4 km
Min Elevation: 753 m
Max Elevation: 1059 m
Elevation gain: 664 m
Total walking time: 5 h 20m
Total stopped time: 2h 15 m
Participants: Mike Newlove (Leader), Helen Ryan, Mary Ogburn, Rose Laing, Warwick
Dowling, Michael Hammond, Jana Plotkova, Chris McGimpsey, Nick Moody, Anne Heery,
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Connor Watson, Ian Wyllie, Michael Dupuis, Jasmine Kang, John Kerkhofs (scribe &
photographer)

From our Facebook adventurers –
Nelson Lakes National Park: Long weekend 6-9 Feb.
A four day hike to the very clear and pretty Blue Lake by Simon Holmes.
The other participant had pulled out of my planned trip but Michel & Hilde's plans had also
changed so we joined trips and headed north on Wednesday night. We camped at the
Deer Valley campsite overnight.
In the morning we packed our damp tents and headed to Murchison for coffee and
breakfast before heading onto the Mt Robert carpark at Lake Rotoiti. We started up the
track and after a warm 2 and half hours arrived at Speargrass Hut for lunch.

After lunch we continued on down towards the Sabine hut. Our journey was interrupted by
a couple of incidents. Firstly I got a bee down my gaiter which annoyed it greatly. Later will
taking a slightly alternative stream crossing Hilde outdid my effort by accidentally stepping
on a wasp nest and getting a multitude of stings. Fortunately neither of us suffered any
serious allergic reactions and after taking antihistamines we were able to continue on.
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We had a mostly pleasant evening at the Sabine hut where we were treated to a nice
sunset over the lake.

Walking towards the Sabine

The next day we headed up towards Blue Lake. The walk up the valley was pleasant but
reasonably long and I ended up having lunch before reaching the West Sabine Hut. After
catching up with Michel & Hilde at the hut we continued on up the valley. The December
storms had torn up the old track and DOC have only just finished cutting an marking a new
track. 9 and half hours after leaving the Sabine Hut I arrived at the Blue Lake Hut. After
pitching my tent and having tea I crawled off to bed.
The next morning had a leisurely breakfast and took lots of photos of the Blue Lake before
heading back. We made better time down the valley and had a very pleasant leisurely
lunch at the West Sabine Hut. The previous two and half days had started to take its toll on
our feet and Hilde and I started taping various parts on our feet before continuing to the
Sabine Hut. 9 hours after leaving the Blue Lake Hut we arrived back at the Sabine Hut.
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Blue Lake Campsite – hut can be busy with Te Araroa walkers

Looking towards outlet of Blue Lake

The last day we had a moderately early start to get out with plenty of daylight left for the
drive back to Christchurch. With my heavily taped feet I was slightly slower than usual but
we still made good progress up towards Speargrass Hut. After a large lunch at the hut we
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continued down to the carpark. We left the carpark at about 4.30 and stopped in
Murchison for some food before continuing home.
It was a very pleasant if tiring trip but my boots are definitely at the end of their useful life.

From Lynnette Hartley
Extended Waitangi weekend - Rather than joining Allan in the wet West Coast bush, mist,
rocky ridges with no visibility and nasty sub-alpine scrub we opted for a beach trip in the
sunshine: Kahurangi Point.
DOC has put a lot of work into tidying and repairing the lighthouse keepers hut/house.
Good on them.

Kahurangi Lightkeepers house
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There is no track up to the lighthouse any more. You have to fight your way up through the
scrub. The original light house keepers houses were near the lighthouse and very badly
damaged in the 1929 Murchison earthquake, as was the lighthouse itself. The light is now
automated and LED with solar panels powering it and monitored from Wellington.

More about the CTC
CTC Overdue Trips: Members/family/partners or a nominated person concerned about a
trip being overdue should firstly discuss this with a Club Officer when they feel that the trip
is delayed. Club Officers know where to obtain copies of the Trip Lists containing the
names and addresses of the party members with their vehicle registration details etc. This
will greatly assist Police Search and Rescue. The Club Officer can then contact the Police
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directly. Concerned people should keep trying different numbers until they actually contact
a Club Officer (do not leave messages).
We recommend you start with the Club Captain, then the Gear Custodian, then the
Presidents, then the Trip Organisers, then people listed under Our Club Hut – if no contact
can be made then the Police. Refer to the list of Club Officers below, and on
www.ctc.org.nz. Members (particularly Trip Leaders) please discuss this arrangement
with your loved ones so they are aware of this procedure.
Club Officers
President:

Chris McGimpsey 027 657 3070 Overnight Trip
Barry Watson
Organiser:
Vice President: Bill Johnson
022 049 3453
Social
Secretary:
Eric Skea
021 0247 5473
John West
Convenor:
Treasurer:
Carol Horgan
027 212 7294
Barney
Gear Custodian:
Club Captain: Alan Ross
384-6425
Stephenson
New Members
Emma Rogers
Rep:

022 491 6625

Day Trip
Organiser:

027 614 2255 IT Convenor:

Kelly Purdie

Editor:

Peter Hinchey

Hut Convenor: Steve Bruerton
Nick Edwards

Access Officer: Ian Dunn

Please have stuff for the next newsletter to the editor
(editor@ctc.org.nz) by 19 March 2020 – Thanks.
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021668895
021 230 2536
027 358 3281
0225948023
322-6196
0273656751
0212141907

